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1. INTRODUCTION: 

 The Indian social system was aloof from the disasters of economic slowdown for centuries.  The side effects of 

capitalism started to sink in when our desires grew boundless. For ages, our education provided for control over our 

senses and yogic practices and the philosophies of living were directed towards control of animal nature. A higher order 

of existence was always sought and eventually many succeeded in commanding the body with practices. The mind was 

thus supreme and the body was trained to follow it. The thinking was evolved to the highest order and upward movement 

in the stanines of evolution was the sole purpose of living. 

 To a great extent, this ‘dharma’ contributed to a stable society that was not only free from atrocities of 

consumerism but was also destined to live for a purpose beyond consumption. It is an endeavour here to understand this 

working of the human mind and how the thought functions in todays’ context to give rise to the recessionary trends that 

eventually lead to a kind of suffering. 

 

2. DISCUSSIONS: 

 The human desire is the key element in wanting more. The wants eventually motivates one to acquire so that 

the pleasures are addressed. This never ending process moves the economy. It births inflation and eventually growth. 

 The entire ecosystem is designed to nourish the desires. The human interface with the advertisements, 

possessions of the neighbours, propaganda of the winners, social interactions, entertainment and so on, is the way one 

fuels the desires. The museum is full of desires to achieve, win, acquire, lead, control, grow, get noticed, liberate and so 

on.  

 To understand this, let us understand on how the mind works through its senses. The sight of the food on the 

plate or the picture of the food in the newspaper activates the pleasure seeking faculty and one is driven towards the 

way of consuming it. The digital age with the mobile phone technology has made it very easy for one to reach out to the 

vendors who are more than willing to service ones’ request and  in turn deliver food at home. 

 In earlier times, cooking delicious food was a lengthy and painful process. Now that activity is delegated and 

one can almost instantly acquire what one desires. 

 Now here is the place where the law of diminishing marginal utility applies. The taste buds thrive for higher 

pleasures and means are at disposal to fulfil them. One increases the threshold of basic cognition and every next step is 

towards seeking a higher level of pleasure to have the same effect. This cascading effect reaches a saturation where one 

gets fed up with further pleasures and prefers to take a back seat. One now seeks ‘khichadi’. The recession starts to sink 

in as the food manufacturing to delivery industry is in trouble. 

 The intelligent people have designed ways to keep the fire burning but eventually the mind gives in and one 

resorts to complacency. This phase continues for a while till one gets fed up with the ‘khichadi’ and again falls in trap 

of the cuisines. The cycle continues. 

 The essence of this circus is that the nourishment of the mind to seek higher pleasures although thrives the 

economy but is counter-productive for the human evolvement as one gets worn out. 

The models of economy and material prosperity are based on consumption and its escalation. The ‘worn-out’ state of 

mind seeks solace in minimalistic living and one finds comfort in ‘have-not’ rather than ‘have-all’. 

 Efficiency is always at the cost of philosophy. The east was a philosophical demography while the west was 

efficient. The efficient models thus evolved in the west compromising the philosophy and thus chose to seek comfort in 
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material things. The western virtues were largely competitiveness, survival of the fittest, might is right and egotism over 

altruism. This led to outward development with inward poverty.  Whereas the east was full of virtues that nourished 

philosophical way of life. These virtues were more of sharing, accepting, surviving together and forgiving. 

Now when the east started chasing and following west, capitalism took over along with its entities primarily recession. 

The east was not geared up to handle this and thus struggled to fit into the gap of acquiring and relinquishing. The 

pleasure seeking mind found itself at discomfort with peace loving mind.   

 The statistics of GDP , inflation and growth had no room in the house of living and existence. The house was 

modified to accommodate them and we find the architecture losing its natural dynamics. 

There is enough evidence in the history of some countries where there is no inflation or statistically insignificant 

inflation.  Neither the prices here go up nor the incomes grow. The citizens of such democracies are found to be scoring 

high on happiness indexes. These civilisations are already a challenge for the consumer driven markets but at the same 

time they contribute significantly in promoting peace and order in the existence. 

 In order to deal with the recession, the west fights to improve the demand whereas the east resorts to adjust with 

the less. How can the two coexist? The result is the time and space consumed in solving the paradox till both realise that 

the race does not have a finishing line. 

 One finally realises that the life is reduced to internal rationalisation. Hope take the control and one realises 

ones’ limitations. 

 

3. CONCLUSION: 

 The humanity today is revolving around living for the moment and keeping aside the contribution in movement 

of the consciousness. One gets burned up between birth and death fuelling the ambitions and chasing the dreams to be 

fulfilled. One gets educated in order to be skilled and use skills in order to survive. Survival becomes the only objective 

in life and value addition amounts to living in larger houses and driving bigger cars. 

 A time comes when one questions himself and this moment of realisation brings around a cardinal change in 

ones’ mind and ultimately a revolutionary change in consciousness. 

 The circus continues until one becomes an observer. Only in being aware without a choice and perceiving life 

without the baggage of conditioning lies the key of harmony in the civilization. 
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